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Abstra ct
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a coax ial waveguide loaded wilh
fer rite is studied by using the exact analysis app roach. The result s of the part ially
filled ferrite case (radii rat io ' So = 0.5') and the approximately fully filled ferrite
case (radii ratio 'So = 0.9') are given for the dipola r modes (n = ± t). 'I'he
ferrite used is assumed to be lcsslese and completely magnetized . A revie w of
the electromagnetic wave propagation in an infinite ferrite med ium is prese nted
to point out the vario us wave propagation cha racter isti cs in the parametric space
diagrams. In the exact analysis me thod , the gene ral dispers ion relations arc der ived
directly from Maxwell" eq uations. Initially, the cut off and resonant frequencies
are exam ined analytically to predic t all possible modes. Dy employing nume rical
foot search techniq ue the comp lete dispersion characte ristics arc obtained .
The occuring modes iu the di fferent parametric regions are identified. ami prop-
erly cleseificd to provide a better unders tandi ng of t he basic mode structure in
th ese ty pes of waveguides which are filled with anisot ropic mate rials. Also, the cl-
fecta of the radii rat io and the de m agnetic field on the various modes are discussed.
Fin ally, some app licat ional aspects of such waveguides are considered, especially,
in the design of phase shifters where the charac teris t ics of the pairs of domi nant
wavegu ide modes play an impo rta nt role.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Propagation of electr omagnetic waves in magnetized ferrites is of great interest to
many researchers in the a rea of microwave devices . When a ferrite is magnetized
with a constant magnet ic field, its relat ive permeability is no longer constant but
a tensor quant ity (tensor permeability) and these ferritee possess non-reciprocal
properties. In this thesis an analyt ical study of the propagation of electromagnet ic
waves in a coaxial waveguide partially filled with ferrite is considered . One of the
main reasons in choosing a coaxia! waveguide over a.circular one for this st udy is
to reduce the size of the component package wh ich gives an added advantage in
many of the applica tions and also for operating over wide frequency ranges. A lot
of microwave fer rite devices have been developed in the past. few decades, to nam e
a few; phase shifters, isolators , circu lators , gyrators etc , Thus , results obtained
Irc m this study can have potential appli cation s in t he above ment ioned microwave
ferr ite devices .
1.1 Problem statement
The coaxial waveguide under stud y bas an inner radius ' a' and an oute r radi us
'd'. A ferrite coaxial tu be of inner radius 'b' and outer radius 'c ' is enclosed such
that a $ b :5c ::; d. Dielectric mater ials exist on both its sides i.e. for a < r < b
Figure 1.1: Cross-section of a pa.rtial ly loaded ferrit e coaxial waveguide
and c < r < d where ' r' is the radial distan ce in t he cylind rical cc-ordinetes . The
configurat ion of the problem is illustrated in Fi&'Jre 1.1. A, can be seen from the
figure, there are three d istinct regions name ly: Region 1· Dielectr ic ; Region 2-
Ferrite i Region J. Dielectric. Th e dielectric in region 1 is used to support tlo~
ferrite tube. Due to the !jenerality of this confi&'JralKHI, the appro ximately fully
filled case is achieved by bringing radius 'b ' close to 'a' and radi us 'c' close to 'd',
The ferri te used is assumed to be loeelese and com pletely magnetized along t he
axis by a uniform magneti c field H~. It becomes an anisot ropic mapetic ma terial
and exhibits tensor permeability of the following form (Collin , 1966):
[
p, ;p, 0]
I!.= - j P2 PI 0
- 0 0 1
(1.1)
where PI end P2denote th e perme ability constants in regioe 1 and region 2 tepee-
tively. In a cylindri cal co-ordinate system (r,~, :l , th e fields are assumed &$ follows
(Le-Ngcc, 1975),
F(r)c:rp[j(kz + n'; - wt)]
phase constant
azimuthal variation numbe r
operating freque ncy (rad/sec)
(1.2)
Maxwell's equatio ns {or a source free medium is given as :
"il x.§J. = -8!!.J8t
Vx!!J.=8!2lJ81
(1.3)
(1.4)
where !?l. and !!J. represent the unnormalized field vectors. The consti tuent equa-
Lions for the ferrite case are given l'l3 :
(1.5)
(1.6)
where [/ is t he relative dielectric constant of the ferrite and g, the tensor perme-
ability which is also rep resente d as follows (Le-Ngoc, 1975):
p,
p,
p ,
1+nH/(n~ - n')
-n/(n~- n')
(1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)
(LlO)
where n(= w/wm ) is th e normal ised frequency and {lH(= WH /W m) is t he normal ised
gyromag netic frequency. w, WH an d Wm represent th e source, gyrom agnet ic and
satu rat ion magnetization angular frequencies respectively, (Seshadri, HJi3). Gen·
eeally the t heoret ical analyses are main ly basedon twoapp roaches: t he quasi-stat ic
approximat ion and the exac t analysis. In t he qua.si·stat ic analysis the rf electric:
fields are too small and are neglected , hence t he fields ere derived (ro m a KAiar
potent ial Cunct ion whereas in t he exact analysis th e fields are directly derived from
t he Maxwell' lIequa tions. Le-Ngce (1975) studied the elect romagnetic wave propa-
gation in A circular waveguide partially filled wit h ani50t ropic materials. lie used
both methods an d showed tba t t he quasi-~~ atic metbod is valid only for propaga-
tion constan ts of large values in predi cting possible modes . This merely served to
be confirmed by compar ison wit h the modes obtain ed using exact Analysis. There-
fore in present study, on ly the exact analysis appro ach is considered , The adopted
procedure is given as fell ows:
Init ially, th e Mexwell'e equat ions are decomposed into transverse and lcngi-
tudinal componentl and then by the substit ut ion of the t ransverse component
express ions into t he longi tud inal ones, a second order par tiaJ differential equaLion
in the longit udinal field components is obtai ned. Tbi. is th en expressed in terms
of two scalar wave {unct ions which are further solved by matrix al~bra to yield
two part ial differentia.!equat ions in t he scalar wave fund ions, the solution of these
equations are individually ubtained. By applying the bou ndary conditions on thc
various field components , the exact dispersion relat ions are derived.
1.2 Literature review
In the fifties, theoretica l analyses based on two approache s; namely the Qll a.~i ·
static analysis And the Exact analysis were used to study th e propagation or elec-
t romagnet ic wavel in comp letely filled and part ially filled ferrite weveguidee. In
quas i-static ap proximati on , t he phase velccitiea of the waves are assumed to be
much len than the velocity of light so that the a.c. electric fields can be ig-
nored. The magnetic fields are derived from Ito scalar function ~, i.e., H = V'~.
Thus the name magnetosta tic approximation came into being [Trivelpiece et al,
1961). Joseph and Schlomann (1961) investigated the mode spect rum of a long
circular cylinder of ferromagnetic materia l (ferrite column in free space). They
found that the magnetostat ic approximat ion was ju stifiable over a large part or
t he mode spectrum for bot h axi-symmetric and dipolar modes. Also the surface
modes existed only at small wave numbers and tha t their eigea frequencies being
higher t han those or the volume modes, were examined. Int erestingly, it was seen
that the elgen frequencies decreased wit h increasing wave numbers, because at low
wave numbers, the surface charge produces an addit ional restoring force thereby
increasing the frequency.
A study made by Trivelpieceet al. (1961) showed t he valid ity of the quasi-static
approximation. They also established the dispersion relations for partially filled,
fully filled ferrHe waveguides and ferrite rod in space. Magnetostatic approxima-
tion was also used by Olson et aI. (1967) to categorize surface and volume modes.
Using t his approximation, Masuda et 1'1. (1971) studied the azimuthally dependent
magnetostatic modes for both, a hollow ferrite pipe enclosed in a cylindrical weveg-
uide and a ferrite rod placed at the center of a round waveguide partially filling the
cross-section. The dispersion relations were derived for only n =1 modes in hath
t he cases. Their analysi! revealed the presence of dielectric medium to be of great
importance in dete rmining the cutoff wave number and upper bound frequency of
the magnetl'r.l t...tic surface modes.
Employing the exact analysis method, Kale! (1953) formulat ed the dispersion
relat ionships for both the parti ally and fully filled waveguides of circular sym metry.
His study emphasize d on the cutoff frequency. Tomkin! (1958) provided quanti-
tative data relat ing field and energy dist ributions Cor several cases in a partially
ferrite filled cylindrical waveguide. In a study by Schott ct aI. (1967), the tran-
sition from the exact solution to the magnetcsratic limit was investigated for the
ferrite column in free space. Numerica l computations were also made and com-
pared with the magnetostalic results . Duputz and Priou (1974) developed a new
computing method to solve the dispersion relationship of both partially and fully
loaded ferrite circular TEn waveguide mode. Their stu dy based on exact analysis
assumed the ferrite to be 10~sy at frequency of 9.5 OUz. Le-Ngoc et AI. (1977)
made a stud y on the propagation of electr cmagnetlc waves in a partially ferrite
(ma gnetized and lossless) filled circular waveguide by using both the q Ull.'li -stll.lic
and exact analyses. Dispe rsion charac teristics were studied in detail for the dipolar
modes and the cutoffs and resonances were considered.
Interestingly, a st udy was made by Mueller and Rosenbaum (t977) on the
propagat ion of electromagnetic waves in an azimutha lly magneti zed ferrite loaded
coaxial Transmis sion Line. The Bolte and Heller (unctions, which are directly re-
lated to th e Bessel a nd Neumann funct ions respectively were employed to solve the
boundary value problem and t he dieperaicn charactcri3t ics of th e TE modes for
t he coaxial waveguide were plotted between normalized frequency and normalizc<l
propagat ion constant. The mai n applicat ion is in digital ly cont rolling the non-
reciprocal phase shift by pulsing the electric current in the center conductor of a
ferrite loaded coaxial waveguide. Samedda r (1979) hA.'l proved that the Bolle and
Heller functions reduce to the Bessel and Neumann function s ill the absence of de
magnetic field and has provided correct fundamental aolu tlcns which ca n be used to
solve any problems in the work done by Mueller and Rosenbaum (1977). Igar ashi
and Nato (1981) have obtained a formula for the para llel com ponent P. (same
as P3) which i ~ a function of magnetization and not un ity for a part ially magne -
tized microwave ferr it e. Cylind rical coaxial waveguides which are corruga.ted, find
applications as feeds for reflecto r antennas. Hence ~tud iea relat ing to corrugated
coaxial waveguide were made by James (1983) with reference to frequency band
and bandwidt h characteristics. Also the various modes were identified and the
radiation properties were studied.
In the paper byThompson and Rodrigue(1985), the theory of planar anisotropy
of ferrite phase shilter applied to millimeter wave frequencies is developed and it
.....as found that the differential phase shift depends on the thickness of the ferrite,
the phase shift increases with the increase in the ferrite thickness. These phase
shifters are generAllymade of a ferrite toroid with a core of dielectric. The archi-
tect urc of reciprocal and non-reciprocal phase shifter and a fe..... othe r microwave
devicesemployingcircular waveguides are well illustrated by Helszaj n (1987). Dey-
witt (1990) has solved the Maxwell's equation for a slightly lossy coaxial trans-
mission line to first orde r in the normalized surface impedance for principal and
symmetric waveguidemodes. Dispersion characteristics of a st rip dielect ric waveg-
uide were derived by Chiang (1991) in order to facilitate the design of the str ip
waveguide. The literatu re cited above is by no means exhaustive but lists sources
associated with the present work.
1.3 Scope of the thesis
The purpose of present thesis is to study the dispersion characte rist ics of the
dipolar modes (n = ± 1) in a par tially ferrite filled coaxial waveguide by using
the exact analysis approach. The presence of a coaxial waveguide complicates the
analysis because addit ional boundary conditions are to be solved. The general
dispersion relations are obtained by the procedure stat ed above. The cutoff and
resonant frequencies are first examined to predict all possible modes by studying
the dispesrion relations at cutoff and ' resonant conditions. Numerical techniques
are employed to solve the dispersion relations. In this stud y, dispersion curves for
both weak and strong d.c. magnetic fields are obtained . The ferrite used is taken
to be losslessand completely magnetized .
1.4 Organization of the thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapter s. The first chapter, which is being presented.
gives a brief introduction to the prohlem stated and a detailed literature review.
The next chapter, chapter 2, outlines the anelyeie gcvemlng the peopagarlon or
electromagnet ic wavesin an infinite anisotropic ferrite leading to parametric space
diagrams. Chapt er 3 examines the exact analysis of propagation of EM waves
in a coaxial waveguide. Numerical results are given in chapter 4. Finally, some
applicational aspects and conclusions are given in chapter 5.
Chapter 2
ELECTROMAGNETIC
PROPAGATION IN AN
UNBOUNDED MAGNETIZED
FERRITE
In order to understand the operation of the ferrite devices, it is impor tan t to study
t he bee!c nature of microwave propagation in an infinite unbounded ferri te medium
(Collin 1966). In this chapter, plane wave propagation in an infinle ferrite medium
in presenceora de magnetic field Ibis considered. It can be found th at the natural
modesof propagation in the directionof the de magnetic field!b.constitute left
and right circular ly polarised waves possessing different propagation constan ts as
willbe seen later in this study.
2.1 Electromagnet ic plane wave propagating in
an infin it e magnetized ferrite
The plane wavesolutions for the fields in a homogeneous, lassies, and infinite ies-
rite medium are generally written in the form :
E.= f. «p[ilK.t - "")J (2.1)
where £. is a const ant vector indepe ndent of space And time , 1: bei ng a vector from
t he origin of the co-ordina te syste m to the required point of obser vation and K
represen t ing the propaga tion vector .
The normali zed field vectors E.and II cue given as: E.= .;t;§. and 11 = .,jii';!.!.l.
Now subs tituting th e plane wave solution (2.1) and the normalized field vecto rs in
the Maxwell's equations (1.3) and (1.4) and t hen by eliminating the E. field, an
equation for the H field ill obtai ned as ,
K x (K x Ji) +k~'JgJi= 0 (2.2)
(2.3)
where k" = w/v is the propagation constan t in free spa ce, v deno ting the velocity
of light. Th e matri x form represent at ion of th is equat ion is given below,
[k:'J"'-k: jk:.J", k'k. ] [H. ]-j:;:~I1~ k:'/111 ~k1- ,I;: k~l/O_ kt x ~~: =0
where kJ. and 1::2 are the t ransverse and longit udina l propaga tion constants as
sho wn in Figure 2.1. ~ being the angle between K and !b.
T he deter minant of the mat rix has to be zero for non-tr ivial soluti ons of lL.
T herefore,
(k;9 - k~JI ( k; '/P I - k~)(k;'/111 - ki - k:) - k~'~1J~I- k1k:(k;l/PI - k1- k~) =0
(2.4)
The longi tudinal and transv erse propagation constants are normalized as "'f =
k2/k" =k/k . and '7=kJ./k ". By doing this, equation (2.4) becomes,
'1~ +I/I1.[l/ (Il~-I1~-l1d+..,2(11 1 +1 )]'72+1/111(l/ (112+1111- ..,2 ][£/(PI - 11:1 )- ..,21 = 0
(2.5)
This equation (2.5) is then solved to obtain:
10
Ii,
k,
:,·l
< . ,k,J. :
', I
• ••\1
Figure 2.1: Propagation vector diagram
Although circularly polarized waves are the fundamental modes of propagation,
linearly polarized waves seem to occur more often in practice. The detection of
a linearly polarized wave in the ferrite reeulte is a measure of the sum of two
circularl y polarized waves, the propagation constants being different for the two
opposite handa or circular polarization thus enabling one hand of the circular po-
larization to rotate further than the other in a fixed length of the ferrite material.
Hence the plane of polarization of the linearly polarized wave that was detected is
rota ted withrespect to the incident wave. This rotation has been referred to as the
Faraday rotation (Fuller, 1987). From equation (2.6) it is clear that ther e exists
two kinds of plane waves propagating in an infinite ferrite for a given value of 7.
whose transverse propagation constants are given by '11 and 1/,. 8y introducing the
refractive index term «( = Kika) and,p. from equation (2.4), the relation between
11
( and ~ is established as:
T he d ispersion equation (2.7) can also be written in another form which is given
as follows:
_[(1 _ (/(P I - 111))[( 2_ t/(/II t P2)J
Ipl(2 - (J(p~ - Jl~)J[(1 - t /J (2.8)
The cutoff and resonant frequencies are obtained from equation (2.7) as follows;
At cutoff when ( =0, we have :
n = nut 1
and at resonance when ( -f 00, we have :
(2.9)
(2.10)
From these relations, it is seen that the cutoff frquency depend s only on nilwhereas
the resonant frequency not only depends on nHbut also on the direction of prop-
agation . The dispersion equa tion (2.8) is analysed for etudying the propagation of
waves in the direction specified lIS will be seen shortly. Also the concept of Faraday
rotation plays an important role in th is aspect of stud y.
2.2 P ropagation a long H•• t/> = O·
App lying the condition 4J=0° in equation(2.8), we get two t ransve rse electric and
magnetic (TEM ) wave solutions:
(2.11)
12
(2 .12)
It can be shown tha t equa tion (2.11) which represents a right hand circularly Pv
lerised plane wave (RHe p) has a cutoff frequency n = Ou + 1 and a resonant
frequency n= OH whereas equation (2.12) which represents a left hand circularly
pola rised plane wave (LHC P) hea neither cut off nor resonant frequen cy. The re-
gions of propagation Me ind icated in the parametric diagram of Figure 2.2. These
waves are basically transver se electromagnetic in nature.
2.3 Application to guided waves in ferrites
The behaviour of the transve rse propagation constan t! nam ely '11 and '11in equa-
tion (2.6) ate shown in Figure 2.3, where the cons tant q = wmdlv = 0.5 Aga in
referr ing to Le-Ngoc (1975) the curves are dr awn, except th a t in this case to, is 12
since t he compound taken into considerat ion is different. These curves divide tI.",
n-..,plane into four dist inct regions as studied by Clarricoats (1961). Schot t an d
Tao (1968) classified t he d ifferent types of modes on this baaie. The Ioue distind
regions ar e given as rollows:
Region J '/1 and '/2 are imaginary
Region JJ '/1 real and '1:1 imaginar y
&gion JJI '/1 imaginary and '12 real
Region IV '/1 and '/2 are real
There fore these curves which classify the di fferent regions ar e very importa.nt an d
will be made use or in iden ti fying the variou s modes by exact analysis approach.
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Chapter 3
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
PROPAGATION IN A
COAXIAL WAVEGUIDE
3.1 General dispersion relations
Th e Maxwell's equations (1.3) and (104) are considere d. Dy m aking the rollowing
substi tutions name ly: E.= .,ft;§J.. H.= ';;;;fu and kg = w.;p;c:; in equations
(1.3) and (104) the Maxwell's equations ate now written as:
In a cylindrical co-ordinate system , the field is given by equa tion (1.2).
From equat ions (3.1) and (1.2) we get ,
;.8a~' _ 8~~ = - jkoflE,
iJ~. _ a~~" = -jk"fJE~
;.a(~~~) _ ;.aa~ = -jkg£J E.
Fromequations (3.2) and (1.2) weget,
; aa~" _a~~ = jk..{lJt H. + j p3H.1
16
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.::;,
(3.6)
~:. _a~. =jk. (- j p2H. +PtH~,J
~ D(;:. ) _ ~~~ =ik.H.
(3.7)
(3.8)
The t ransverse electr ic field component! are obtained from equat ions (3.3) and
(3.4)M ,
(3.9)
and
(3.10)
The transverse components are now expressed as a function of the longitudinal
component. By the substit ution of (3.10) into (3.6), equatio n (3.6) becomes
[~ l(j _ , 2]H. +i~2<JH. = ~E. +itdZ' (3.11)
and by the subst ituti on or (3.9) into (3.1), equation (3.7) becomes
ip2(jH. - (PI(! - "12JH. = - kUI.!d~. - "1; H. ] (3.12)
Now using Cram mer '. rule. the detenninan t of equatiow (3.11) and (3.12) i. found
lobe
(3.13)
which is assumed to be eon-aero. The transverse magnetic ccmnceente are now
written as
H.
aod
X[(_(Ptl.l ~ ,2)i(j)dd~· + "1P~:jdZ'
.~ 2 "1n
- ) k.r E. +(Pt<j - 7 )k:;H.)
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(3.1')
(3.l S)
Substi tut ion for H; and H~ into equat ion (3.5) result in the wave equat ion:
and substi tut ing E., E~ and B. , B~ in equat ion (3.8) result s in the ot her wave
equatio n:
1P2~JV2E +L(..,2 (PI ~J- 12) _ 1!V211 - ' k If =0 (3.17)k~A I ~ ko~J A I • J 0 ~
where V~ "'"~ 1r(rt) - -S- . Equa tions (3.16) and (3.17) are coupled and they can
be decoupled by assuming that E~ = ~ and /{~ = oW, a being the proportiona lity
constant. By this assump tion , th e above equations are written as
and
. ,
VN["'~:X +:~;J (X(Pl~J-..,2) -1)I-jkoollI = 0 (3.19)
For a non-trivial solution, the determinant of these two equations must be equal
to zero, which results in a second order equation in 0, given below.
0 2 + j {(PI~J - ..,2)(2 +.2.-)
1P2 P2~J
-~lo + ~/ = O
'(P2~1
(3.20)
Thus the proportionality constan t can be determined from above and it has two
solutions . Equat ions (3.18) and (3.19) can be re-arranged and written in the form
shown below:
V~lI'l +U~lI' l =0 (3.21)
and
V~lI'2 + U~lI'2 = 0 (3.22)
where
Ut2 =
jk:li (3.23)j(Pl~J _ ,(2) +"1P20 1,2
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Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are nothing but Bessel equations for which the eolu-
lions are
(3.24)
(3.25)
Hence th e general solutio ns for Ez and Hz are given as follows:
(3.26)
The refore,
and
(3.28)
T herefore,
H. =A,Y(UI)Jn(ulr) +BIY(UI)Nn(ulr) +A2y(u2)Jn(u'lr)+B2y(u'l)Nn(u'lr)
(3.29)
where y(u, ) and Y(U2) represent Q I and Q2 ' Thus t he expressions for the longitu -
dinal electric and magnet ic field components are obtained . In the above equations
the constants At , A2,B 1and B2are determined by applying approp ria te boundar y
conditions. As can be seen tbe waves occuring in this waveguide are of the hyb rid
type in which the modes a re mixed i.e. neither they are purely trans verse electric
(T E) no r transverse magnetic (TM ) modes.
In the dielectric region the permeability is a. constant and by adopting the eame
procedure used for the ferri te region, the field solutions in the dielectric region
where the medium is homogeneous aie given as follows:
(3.30)
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E. = - !:.(f.1_ , t)(7; E. + j J; ' j
H, = ko(f. l_..,2)rf.;E.+hJ~:·1
H. = kO(fd1_ " )!if,,J;' -,;1(,1
E. =CJ.( hd +DN.(hd
If. = EJ.( h,) +FN. (h,)
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
('.3·1)
(3.35)
where h' = k~« (,r - 72). The COfi5Unt, C, 0 , E and F arc determined by using the
boundary condition.,
Now the necessary boundary conditions are applied to the different regions. Con~
sideling region:1 (dielectric where G:5r S 6), applying the conditions E.(r = 4) =
oand ~h,-) =0 lead, to D = -C~ and F = -E~ respcd ivcly. By
simple substitutions the rollowing expressions are ebteined.
where D1 = EIK..(h)o) and It: = k:(fl - ,'). Applying the same condit ione to
region 3 (dielect ric (fJ) where c 5 r :5d) except thllt here r =J ir. place or r = 0,
leads to the expressions given below
where lJ) = EIN'..(k3d) and h) =k:(f3- , 2). Ned the boundary conditions are
applied to region 2 (ferrite where 6 :5r :Sc) all followl:
First of all, by applying the continuity of H~ at both the ferrite -dielectr ic in-
terface namely at r = b and at r E: C expreasioua axe obtained (or D 1 and D3 .
o _ (A1Y(Ul )J..(u1b) + 8 1Y(Ut)N..(u1b) +A2Y(U2 )J..(U2 b)+ 8 2Y(U2)N..(U2 b)]
, - IN;( h,a)J.(h,b) J; (h,a)N. (h,b)J
(3.40)
and
o _ !A1Y(Ul)J..(Utc) + Bly(u\)N..(U1C) + A2Y(U2)J,,(U2C)+ B2Y(U2)N..(U2C)]
, - [N;( h,d)J. (h,c) - J;(h,d)N.(h ,c)]
(3.41)
Similarly applying the continu ity of E~ we have,
c _ [A,J.( u,b)+B,N. (u,b) +A,J. (u,b) +B,N.( u,b)] (3.42)
, - [N. (h,a)J.( h,b)- J.(h,a)N.(h,b)]
and
C
3
= [A1J,,(U1C) + B,N..( Ut c)+A2J..(uzc) + B2N..(U2 C)] (3.43)
[N. (h,d)J.( h,c) J.(h,d)N.(h,c)j
Now we apply the boundary condition that the normal compo nent of the induct ion
field (BN) is continuous at the ferrite-dielectric interface (r = b).
Therefore
Making the relevant substitutions the right band side (RHS)oC the above equation
is found to be
RUS kO(Cl 1_ 'Y'l)(AtJ..(Utb)(Cl%+h H..(htta,b )lI(ul))
+A2J..(u2b)(c\%+hH..(h"a, b)Y(U2))
+B1N,,(u1b)(CtI + i'YH..(h
"
a,b)y(ut))
+ B,N.(u,b)(', i +hB.(h"a,b),(u,))) (3.44)
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where
l/ (h b)_ N;(h ,a)J;(h ,b)- J;(h,a)N;(h, b)
.. 1,4, - N~(hld)J..(hlb) J~(hla)N..(hl b)
and the left handside (LIIS) is found to be
1 J~(ulb) . n
Ll/S = k.Ll [A,J.(u,b)(-(B", - A"')['I J. (u,b) +"bY(u,))
(B )[ u . ( )J;( u,b)l)+ P2- ApI ff"'b' +ny UI J..(u lb)
+A2J,,(U2b)(- (Bp l - Ap2)[fl ~:~:::~ + h i Y(1I2)]
( )[ u . ( )J;(u,b)l)+ BM - ApI fI b +ny 112 J..(1I2b)
+ B1N..(lIlb)(- (BjJt - AP2)[f/Z:~:::~ +h~"(III)]
n . N'(lIlb)
+ (BjJ2 - API)[ltt; + nY(III)~J)
+B,N. (u,b)(-(B", - A",)[" Z:~:::~ +h~y(u,)1
( " A)[ u . ( )N ;( u,b))))+ £JP.2 - PI fIb +nil 112 N..(1I2b)
(3"'5)
(3A6)
where A = (PI'I - 72) and B = P2f/' From equations (3.44) end (3.46) after
simplification weget
Ad..(ulb)!( Uhhd +A2J..{U2b)!(U2, hi)
+ 8 .N..(ul b)g(uh hl ) +82N..(U2b)g(U2,hd= 0 (3.47)
where
f( u"h,)
(3048)
) 1 [ ( )( N;(u, b) . u (g(u" hI = X- B P.I - AJl2 fIN..(u1b) + J7bY UI»
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A )( n . ( )N; (n;b))!+(Bp2 - 1-11 Err; +Jill Uj N,,(u;b)
- ( 1 ~ 12 (E l i +hH..(hlta ,b)Y(Ui)J (3.49)
and i = 1, 2. Now using the boundary condition H••(dieled ric) = H. 2(ferrite)
at r =b, we can obtain anot her relat ion involving AI, A218 1 And 8 2 as follows:
First an expression for the LHS of the boundary condition st ated above is obtai ned
after making the required substitutions as
LlJS = kd(lt ~ 1'2)[AI J..(u1b)[j l tG,,(h1l 4,b) - ",~y(ul)1
+A2J..(U2b)[jllG..(h1,a, II) - 7~!I(U2)J
+BtN..(u1b)[jE1G,,(ht,a,b) - "tI"Y(Ut}]
+B,N. (n,b)[;,.G.( h.. a,b) - 7i , (n, )]] (3.50)
where
G (h b) _ N.(h .a)J;(h,b)- J. (h.a)N; (h,b)
• .. a, - N.(h .a)J.(h.b)_ J. (h.a)N. (h,b)
and RHS is obtained as given below:
(3.51)
RBS =
Equa ting (3.50) and (3.52) we get
A1J..(u1b)p(Uhh1) +A2J..(U2b)p(U2' hI)
+B 1N,,(Utb)q(Uhh1)+B2N..(U2")Q(U2 ,hi) = 0 (3.53)
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where
p(u;, hd
q(u;,htl
1( ( . )J;(u;b) n .X - )tl A - B1Y( Ui) In(u ;b) + "b(A1Y(U;)- )8(/ }1
- tl ~ '1~[(jtlGn(h"a, b)- ~1y(u;)1 (3.M)
and i = 1,2 . Now applying the same boundary conditions to the other rerr a l)·
die lect ric inte rrace (r = c) we arrive at the following relations listed below:
A1Jn(u\C)!(ul,h3 ) +A~Jn(u~c)!(u~,h3}
+B 1Nn(UIC)g(Ul ,h 3) +B2Nn (u~c)g(u"h3) "" 0 (3.56)
where
(3 .57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
and
A1Jn(UIC)P(Uhh3)+A~Jn(u~C)P(U2,h3)
+B1Nn(UIC)q(Uh h3) +B~Nn(u~c)q(U2, h3) = 0 (3.60)
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where
+ H j"A - B7>(U' ))JJ;«U'<) + ~(A1'(";) - j B, ,)]
u .. UiC C
- l3 ~ 121(jl3Gn (h3 , C,d) - ; 1Y(Ui )J
-AIHj"A - B1'(U'»~; ( U:<» +~(A1'(U;) - j B, ,) ]
H .. u,c C
- l3 ~ ..,1 f(jl3G .. (h3 ,c,d) - ; "tY(u;)J
G (h dl_ N. (h,dlJ;( h,<) - J. (h,d)N; (h,<)
• a; e, - N. (h,d)J.( h,<) J. (h,dlN. (h,<)
(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
and i = 1,2. Now that we have four equations and four unknowns, we can solve
for the dispersion relations by first determining the constants B1 and 82 from
equations (3.47) and (3.53) and then substituting for the same in equations (3.56)
and (3.60). The two dispersion equat ions are obtained and dividing one by the
other eliminates AI and A2 to yield the required expression which is given as
follows:
F,(u,)
where i = 1, 2 and U1,2 is expanded to
U~ .2 k2[lJ{1+20H) + (9 - 1'2)(2011 + OH _2 0
1 ) }
o 2(01l+0H-02)
Equations l3.64) th rough (3.67) generally form the exact dispersion relations . For
a completely filled waveguide, b = a and c = d are employed in t hese expree-
sions. Before solving the general dispersion relations it is very important to derive
the dispersion relation at cutoff and then solve them by numerical techniques for
obtainin,g the desired dispersion characte ristics.
3.2 D isp ersion relations at cutoff
Cutoff frequency is defined as t he frequency at which propagat ion begins namely
at "I = O. The dispersio n relations are now derived by setting "I = O. The eq uations
(3.9), (3.10), (3.14) and (3.15) become:
z; =-k:J~Jl.
E.=- k:i/dZ'
n, =- ;et [~;E. +~~}
H. = - jetl~d~. +~;E.l
(3.68)
(3.69)
(3.70)
(3.71)
where Det = IJl~ - J.l~ l. Now by substituting E. in (3.68) and E. in (3.69) into
the longit udinal component of the Maxwell's equation (3.8), the wave equation for
only H. is obtained:
(3.72)
where '1~ = if
Similarly by substituting H, in (3.70) and H. in (3.71) into tbe longitudinal com-
ponent of the Maxwell's equat ion (3.5), th e wave equation for only E. is obtaine d:
(3.73)
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where '1~ =~(I
The refore it is obvious tha t waves at the cuto ff frequency are no more hybr id but
split up into pu rely transverse elect ric (TE) modes and transverse magneti c (TM)
modes .
3.2.1 Di sp er sion relat ions for TE modes
The longitudinaJ component in the ferr ite region is wri tten as;
The field solutions in the dielectric region are given as follows:
Er =- ko
1
( 1 ;H.
E. = - k:(1dZ'
As before in region 1 we bave
(3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)
(3.77)
and in region 3
T he boundary conditi ons are now applied in region 2 to obtain the dispers ion
relations . First by app lying the condi tion E. 1(r = b) dielectric = E. 2(r = b)
ferr ite we get
( 1 J~(ko'12 b)
A,[H.(h"a,b) - 4J.(k••,b)JJ·(I••,b)
(I N~(ko'11 b)
= - B,[H. (h" a,b)- 4N.( k••,b)JN. (I••,b) (3.80)
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Applying the same condition except that r =c instead of r =b we have
(3.81)
Dividing one equa.tion by the other eliminates the constants A1 and 8 1 resulting
in
(3.82)
The above equation along with 7j~ = fl form the dispersion relation at cutoff for
the TE modes.
As een be &CeD, the dispersion equatio ns for the TE modes are independent of both
the gyromagnetic frequency (011) and the sign of the azimut hal variation number
[n], The reason for the 011 independence is that at cutoff the RF magnetic field
is longitudinal to the de magnetic field 8 0 , therefore the ac magnetic field has no
effect on the motion of the magnetization vector and hence unaffected by 110 ,
3.2.2 Disp er sion relat ions for TM modes
The longitudinal component in the ferrite region is written as:
(3.83)
T he field solutions in the dielectric region are givec.as follows:
(3.84)
(3.85)
2S
aod
(3.86)
As before in region I we have
and in region 3
Next by using the boundary condition BN 1 (dielectric) == EN'J (ferrite) both at
r = band r = c results in two other relations namely
C,[N.( h,a)J.( h,b) - J.(h,a)N. (h,b)]
= Adn(k~17 lb) +B1N,,(kofhb)
and
C,(N.(h,dlJ.( h,,) - J. (h,d)N.(h, ' )1
== AtJ,,(ko1hC) +B.N..(ko'hC)
(3.89)
(3.90)
Nowfinally applying the boundary condition H. 1 (dielectric) = H. 'J (ferrite) both
at r = b and r = c and then making use of equations (3.89) and (3.90) we arrive
at the following relations
A (-~~ - ~ J; (k•• ,b) _ G (h b)IJ (k b)
I Del b D el J.,(kol/lb) "l ,a, n 0 111
_ _ _~~ _~N~(k..'11b)_
- B,( D" b Dol N. (k.. ,b) G. (h"a,b)]N.(k •• ,b) (3.91)
and
(3.92)
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Dividing one equation by the other eliminates the constants At and B1 resulting
in
J..(kG'11 C)[-1Ef~ -~~ - Gn(h3 ,c, tl)J
J..( kG'11b)[-1*f~ -1f.f~ -G..(ht ,a,b)J
Nn(kGfll C)(-~~ -~~ - G..(hl ,c,d )J
Nn (kGJl lb)\-1ffi.~ -~~ - G..(hl, a,b)} (3.93)
The above equa tion along with 'If =~fJ constitute the dlapcreion rcl l\tio ll ~
for the TM modes at cutoff.
As can be, t he dispe rsion relation s for the TM modes depend on both the gyro-
magnetic frequency and the sign of the azimuthal variat ion numbe r. The reason
being, the RF magnet ic field is in a direction perpendicu lar to the de magnetic
field, hence contribu ting to the motion of the magnetization vector and tberclorc
affected by HG •
3.3 Di spersion relation s at reso n ance
As 1 becomes very large almost tending to infinity the radial wave numbers are
approximate d as
(3.01)
aDd
(3.95)
It has been found tha t there are no resonant frequencies in region I since the
radial wave numbers are imaginary but in region II they are asymptotic to the
gyromagnetic frequency {lH which in fad is the resonant frequency. Once the
cutoff and resonant points are found, then intermediate points can bedete rmined
by a numerical method using the root search technique to complet e the dispersion
30
curves Cor the dipolar modes. The DumericaJ. rCIultl Cor all the CMCI are discussed
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The dielectric consta nt of ferrite ((J) is equal to 12 and the dielectr ic consta nt! for
medium 1 and medium 3 are unity. The radius 'd ' is assumed to be Ii times the
radius 'a ' as shown in Figure 1.1. For the parti ally filled ferr it e case the spa.cing
between 'b' and 'e ' is equal to 'a ' and f = 0.5 but for the almost fully filled ferrite
case the llp4cing be tween ' b' &I1d 'c' is widened t he reby increasi ng the thickness of
the ferri te ring in lluch a way thal ~ == t =0.9 and the normal ized ferri le column
radius q is lakeD U 0.5
Th e comput at ional work is ob tai ned basedon eACh of the four parametr ic regions
namely region I: where UI and tI, are imati nary, region II: where \I t is real and 101,
is imaginary, regicu HI: where Ut is imaginary and u, is real and region IV: where
4.1 Cutoffs and resonances
4.1.1 Disp ersi on character ist ics for TE modes
Having obtained t he dispersion rela.tions for TE modes in t he earlier chap te r, in
equation (3.82), it is important to solve them a.nd plot the chalacteristlcs. The
dispersion equation (3.82) is dependent on the radius ratio S. and the normalized
ferrite column radius q. Therefore the dispersion cueves ere plotted n venu s II
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as indicated in Figure 4.1 for S" =0.5 and Figure 4.2 for S" =0.9. Each cutoff
curve is designated as TE:.~ where p denotes the increasing order of the cutoff
frequency. As seen from the Figures 4.1 and 4.2 at constant S", the TE cutoff
frequency decreases with an increase in q, but for a fixed value of q, the cutoff
frequency decreases as S" increases. As will be seen later , the T E cutoff dispersion
curves determine the cutoff frequencies of various modes such as surface wave
modes, volume modes and modified waveguide modes.
4.1.2 Dispersion characteristics for TM modes
The dispersion relat ions for TM modes at cutoff depends not only on S", q and the
sign of n but also on nil as seen in equation (3.93). The TM cutoff frequencies are
plotted against 011 in Figure 4.3 for S"=0.5 and Figure 4.4 for S"=0.9. As can
be seen the dotted curves n=nil + I and {1 =n.(where fl. = [flH(n H+1)Jl/2)
divide the fl - fl H plane into 3 distinct regions namely A,B and C. In the regions
A and C, '11 is real while in region B, '11 is imaginary. The modes which fall in
region A determine the cutoff frequency of the volume modes while those that fall
in region' B and C determi ne the cutoff frequency of the surface and modified
waveguide modes respect ively. The cutoff curves V,,~ sta rt from fl . and increases
rapidly along the curve n = n. with increases in OH unt il tbey satu rate when
Oil becomes high. T he cutoff curves TM!.j, are asymptot ic to the n = fl H+ I or
n = n. curves respectively.
4.2 Exact d isp ersion characteristics
The exact analysis predicts all possible modes, namely, the surface wave modes,
the volume modes and the modified waveguide modes. The surface wave modes are
designated as S:o while the modified waveguide modes are designated as TE~~ or
TM!.o,.. depending upon whether their cutoff frequencies are determi ned by the TE
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or TM cutoff curves. Since the T E cutoff frequ encies t ake any values between zero
and infinity, they determine the cutoff frequencies of all CAte&ories of model. TAt:;
cuto ff curves dete rmine the cutoff Ireqe enciee of bot h surface wave modes as well
M modi fied waveguide modes. V!; cuto ff curves determine the cuto ff Ireq ueocies
o( th e volume modes.
T he exact dispersion curye!Jof the modes are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for a
weak magnet ic field (OH < I) and in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 fora strong magn et ic field
(OH > 1). As CaD. be seen (or the cases where OH =0.5, the surface wave mod es
exis t. The sur face wa.ve modes te rmin ate on th e line 0 = Oc thereby indicating th e
backward natu re of these medea . Moreover th e group velocity of these modes at
t he te rminat ion point is zero. An in teresting result is observed, the sur face wave
modes exist even for n = - 1 in both, t he parti a.l1y filled e nd the epproxim etely fully
filled easel of a coaxial waveguide unlike the circular waveguide case <LlI illust ret ed
in [ Le-Ngoc, 1975). Th e cutoff point of t he surface wave mode when n =-I is
different from t bat o( t he surface wave mode of n =1 and also the surface wave
mode curve when n = - 1 terminates slightly before on the line 0 = ncoFrom
t he Figures 4.7 and 4.8 it is clear that surface wavt: mod es do not exist for st rong
magn et ic fields.
For a weak de magnetic field (OH = 0.5) the cutoff frequencies of~,~, Sf"'
and ~~ in F igures 4.5 and 4.6 are det ermined by the cutoff curves TMrJ,TM~tl '
TM~r and T~:.I in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. lIence t he cccu rcnce of
surface wave medea mainly depend s on OH,q and S•. T hese modes exist only for
frequ encies above O. and their cutoff's are dete rmined by T E or TM cu toff curves.
Gene rally th e lowest of TE or TM cut off curves determine the surface wave modes .
Now conce rning volume modes, for a.weak dc magnetic field (OH = 0.5) th e
volume mod es in the exact analysis do not beve ...common cutoff frequency n~
unlike the case of t he magnetostatic volume modes &I illustrated in (Le-Ngce ,
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1975). f or sma ll q, the cuto ff frequencies of the TE mod es are larger than !1.
the refore implying tha t the TE cuto ffcurves do not dete rm ine the cutoff frequencies
of t he volume modes. T he cut off frequencies of v;,~i5 , Vl~l , VIol, ~i~l' ~i~2 and
V~i~3 in Figure 4.5 arc determined by the cutoff curves Vl~i5, V?ils, VI~S, ~i~I ' ~i~2
and V.?i~ in Fig ure 4.3, respecti vely. Similar behaviour is observed for Sd =0.9,
the cutoff frequency of t he volume modes in Figure 4.6 are det ermined by the cutoff
curves denoted V..~; in Figure 4.4. For a strong de mag neti efi eld (OH = 1.7) all t he
lower order volu me modes arc forward waves in region IV. T he cutoff frequencies
of Vl~is, VI~ils , VI~3S , ~i~I ' V~i~2 and ~i~3 in Figure 4.7 are determin ed by the cutoff
curves VI~i~ , VN , VI~3S V.?i~J ' V.?~2 and ~i~3 in Figure 4.3, respectively. Th e cutoff
freque ncies of V~i~I ' VI~il9 , Vlo: , V..?i~2 and v.~'i~ in Figure 4.8 are determined by t he
cut off curves T E?:f I Vl~i9 , Vl~il9 , V.?i~1 and V.?~2 in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4. A
dist inct feature of the waves nea r the line u~ =0 is that th ey change from forward
to backward in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Thus the dispe rsion curves for th e surface and
volume modes arc drawn .
The dispersion curves for the modifed waveguide modes are illustr ated in Fig-
ures 4.9 to 4.12. Th ese modes are not affected to a large ext ent by varia tion in OH.
T he main features of t he modified waveguide mod es are es follows. As n increases
the dispers ion cur ves become asy mptotic to the normalized phase velocity line
(a lso called light line) especially in the limit of 0 tending to infinity. IIIgeneral all
the dispersion cur ves of t hese modes are asymptotic to the line u~ = 0 in the limit
of n ...... 00, the reason being as n -+ 00, u~ ...... k;(tl _ ,.2) which in turn makes the
line ,.~ := (I coincide with the line u~ = O. For a weak magnetic field the cutoff
frequencies or TMP.l, TMP;1,TEf::,TEP~, TM~t~ , TM2:f.3' TE!t) , and TE~::'2
in Figure 4.9 are determined by the cut off curves TM~:l, TMft, TElO, TEf::,
TM~·r.2 ' TM2"f,3' TE?:l, and TEf;l in Figures 4.1 and 4.3. Similar ly the cutoffIre-
qucncieeof TMP.~, TMPl ,TE?;f, TE'l;~, Tb1~, TAe':'2' TM~'r.3' T~·r.J ' T~·r.~
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and TE~:f,3 in Figure 4.10 are determ ined by the cutoff curves TAJ?:1, TM?1.
Tea.T£1;; , TE't;~, TM~·~2' TM~'f.:), T£1!;f, TE'f,~ and TE?lin Figures 4,2 and
4.4. For the case of strong magnetic field (OH = 1.7) the cu toff frequencies of
TM?;l. TM?~, TM?;,T£1';f .T£1'J. TM~tt , TM~·f.2' TM?,t,T~tl and 1'~t2
in Figure 4.11 are determined by the cutoff curves TM?;f, TAl?:!,TM?l, TElt;:,
1'Ef:~, TM~tl' TM~t2' TM~t.3 ' TE~t and T£1':lin Figures 4.1 and 4.3. Similarly
for So=0.9. the cutoff frequencies of TMf:f. TM?,t ,TM?:8,1'£1;:,T£ft~, TM~"r.h
TM~·1,2' TM~"l,3' T E~:l,2 ' T~t,3 in Figure 4.12 are det ermined by the cutoff curves
TM?:l,TArt,f , TM?;1. T£1';g. TEfj, TJ\-I!"l,1t TM~"l,2' TM~"r,3' TE?:;. and 1'E't;
in Figures4.2 and 4.4. As can be seen there is noT~"r.1 modified waveguide mode
present because the cutoff frequency is below n~ . Th us the dispersion curves arc
drawn for the modified waveguide modes.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSIONS AND
C ONCLUSIO NS
5.1 Ap pli cat io ns
The dispersion characteristics and classification of the modes (volume, surface
and modified waveguide) were stud ied in the ear lier chapters since they play an
important role in some applicatio nal aspects. Th e results obtained are found to
have many app lications in microwave devices like gyrators, isolators, circulators
and especially phase shirters . In this thesis the applicationa l aspect with reference
to the ph83C shifter is of main interest. As can be seen from the literature survey,
phase shifters loaded with ferrite are found to have applications at microwave
and millimete r wave frequencies. T he main advantages using ferritea are given as
follows.
At a fixed operat ing frequency, the ferrite parame ters are adjuste d acccordingly
to opera te with different types of waves as classified. Anot her feature is that the
permeability tensor of the ferrite can be controlled by varying the de magnetic
field H". Also in the ferrite there exists gyroresonence.
Since dipolar modes are conside red here the pbese velocities are different for n =
1 and n = -1 modes and thereby imply ing a possible existence of Faraday rota tion.
In an earlier st udy by Le-Ngoc (1980) where a circular waveguide was used, the
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Faraday rotat ion was considerably high for the partially filled ferrite case whereas
with the use of a. coaxial waveguide the Faraday rotation is considerably low for
the partially filled ferrite case (So = 0.5) and relat ively high for the approximately
fully filled case (So = 0.9). But a considerable amount of phase shift is obtai ned
in both the cases. Moreover a deta iled study in the phase shift aspect only is
considered in this thesis for applicationa l purposes. Generally the phase shiflen
are of two types, namely, reciprocal and non-reciprocal. The classification arises
depending upon the polarization effects which result in Faraday rotat ion. For a
reciprocal phase shifter there is no Faraday rotat ion since there is no change ill
the polarization of the wave transmitted . But for a non-reciprocal phase shifler
Faraday rotatio n exists due to a change in the polarization of the wave that is
propagated. By the introduction of ferrite in the waveguide, the Faraday rotation
or the phase shift can be changed thereby making it useful in the variable power
divider as shown in Figure 5.1 where the direction of power flowis controlled by the
change in phase shift produced. The change in phase shift is caused as it depends
on the de magnetic field Ho that is electronically controlled by varying the tic
current. The 3 dB coupler divides the power equally and the ground indicated, is
in fad a matched load used to prevent any reflection of signal.
In order to obtain an optimal set of dimensions for the design of a variable phase
shifter it is necessary to calculate the phase shift in accordance with the operating
frequency for which pairs of dominant modified waveguide modes are selected since
these modes exhibit phase shift as:well as: Faraday rotation characteristics. The
phase shift produced by a coaxial waveguide loaded with ferrite acts as a variable
phase shifter which can be used for rain polarisation compensation similar to the
one developed by Le-Ngcc (1980) ex',"pt that a circular waveguide was used and
study of phase shift is done in the Ku band.
The dielectric constant of the ferrite is chosen as 12 and the dielectr ic constallts
50
PI~ ::::I ¥ ( l - cost!l)
Pn = tr(l + COS9)
Figure 5.1: Variable power divider
of med ium 1 and medium 3 are 2.5 end 1 respectively. The angular saturation
magnetizat ion frequency 1.1... = 25.1327GHz and the ncrmelised ferrite column
rad ius q =~ i. b ed u 0.5. 'v' being the veloci ty or light and the radius ' d'
calculated to be0.5968cm which is equ al to 0.235-. Since d = -4a t he value or'a' is
0.05875-. For t.his data, t.he dispersi on char&Cl.eriatia pert.ainiug to t he modified
waveguidemodes for n = 1 and n =- 1 are determined which ere given as follows:
(1) For S. = 0.5, q = 0.5 and nN =0.5, T Ej:l is the dominant modified waveguide
mod.
(2) ForS. ::::I 0.5, q = 0.5 and nN = 1.7, TE:l:1 is t hedomioant modified waveguide
mod.
(3) For S. = 0.9, q = 0.5 and nN = 0.5, TE:l:1 it the dom inant modified waveguide
mode
(4) For S. = 0.9, q = 0.5 and ON =1.7, TM:tl is thedomio&Qt modifiedwaveguide
mod.
and illus trated in t he Figurell 5.2 - 5.5, respect ively.
Gene rally the Fa.raday rotation angle B, and the phue shin B, per unit lengt.!:.
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Table 5.1: Phase shift of TE±I.I dominant mod ified waveguide modes for So = 0.5,
q = 0.5 and Ou = 0.5
Normalized Frequency Phase shift
frequency n (GR,) (degrees)
2.75 11 209.4504
3.00 12 469.1689
3.25 13 607.4061
3.50 14 779.1554
3.75 15 955,0938
4.00 16 1055.630
are given by the exp ressions:
(5.1)
aod
(.1.2)
As the dispe rsion characteristics are plotted between nand Oq1, the exp ressions
for the Faraday rotation and phase shift are rewritten as:
SF = !JJb- -0+1 (.I.")
aod
e, = ~h- +.y+J (.1.1)
Now using equ ation (504), the phase shift per unit lengt h for the four Ca8CS of the
modified waveguide modes are calculated and listed in a tabu lar form a.sshown in
Tables 5.1 - 5.4. Plots between Phase shift and operating frequency are made for
the four cases as shown in the Figures 5.6 - 5.9.
As can be seen from the Figures 5.6 - 5.9 it is clear t bat the phase shift
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Tab le 5.2: Phase shift of T E±l,t dom inant modified waveguide modes for So = 0.5,
q=0.5andnH =1.7
Normal ized F7ri~e:}cy Phase shiftfrequen cy n (degrees]
2.75 11 586.4611
3.00 12 636.7292
3.25 13 720.5093
3.50 I' 787.5335
3.75 15 871.3136
4.00 16 955.0938
Table 5.3: Phase shift of T E:l:1•1 domi nant modified wavegui de modes for So =0.9,
q= 0.5 and nH = 0.5
Normal ized Frequency Phase shift
frequency n (mI.) (degrees)
2.75 11 511.0589
3.00 12 578.0831
3.25 13 628.3512
3.50 I' 695.3753
3.75 15 770.7774
4.00 16 846.1796
Tab le 5.4: Phase shi ft of TM±I.I domin ant mod ified waveguide mo des for So =0.9,
q =0.5 andnH = 1.7
Normalized Frequency Phas e shift
frequency n (GR,) [degrees]
2.75 11 206.0992
3.00 12 309.9866
3.25 13 410.5227
3.50 I' 473.3579
3.75 15 552.9490
4.00 16 628.3512
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increases linearly as the frequency increases. Also, it is noted tha t both S F' allli
6 , not only depend on the length but also on tbe st rength or the de magnetic lield
applied , therefore they can be elect ronically controlled by ,,, rying the de current.
Thus the coaxial waveguide loaded with ferrite lind, applicat ions in phase s!lifl{'fll.
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5.2 Conclusions
Electromagnetic wave propaga tion in a coaxial waveguide loaded with ferrite has
been studied for both the partially filled (S" = 0.5) case and the app roximately
fully filled (5" = 0.9) case by the exact analysis approach. The exact dispersion
relations are der ived directly from Maxwell's equation s. These dispersion relations
arc firs t solved for the cutoff and resonant frequencies to predict all possible modes.
Then em ploying the root search technique all points between cutoff and resonance
<LTC obtained in orde r to comple te the dispersion curves. The exact analy sis is valid
for all "1.
The exact field solutio n modes are hybrid in natu re but at cutoff t hey split up into
transverse electric (TE) and t ransverse magnetic (TM) modes which have been
proved analytical ly. Since bot h the TE and TM cutoff curves shown in Figures
4.1 • 4.4 determine the cutoff frequencies of the volume mode s, these modes are
the refore characterized by t he t ransverse electric or t ransverse magnetic nature at
thei r cuto ffs, then change to hybrid natur e and finally become t ransverse electric
at resonance. Dy applyin g necessary boundary conditions t he dispe rsion rela tions
are obtai ned. Th e contributions of th is t hesis is to gain unde rstanding of the dis-
persion characteristics of the dipola r modes in a coaxial waveguide loaded with
ferrite.
Accordi ng to the cutoffs and physica l charac terist ics, the modes are classified into
thr ee main types , namely, the surface wave modes, volume modes and modified
waveguide modes. The surface wave modes not only depend on the de magnetic
field st rengt h l'lH but also on t he radii rat io S~ and the norm alized ferri te column
radius q . When these parameters are fixed, the occurence of a surface wave mode
is established from the TE an d TM cutoff curves. Thi s is done by ident ifying the
lowest cutoff frequency amo ng the TE and TM cuto ff freque ncies which is grea ter
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than the hybrid resonant frequency n~ . The euface wave modes exist only in the
region where ,. is small. These modes sta rt at a cutoff value above n.gradually
sloping down and finally terminating on the line n =n. where its group velocity
is zero, thus indicating their backward nature . From the numerical results it is
dear that the surface wave modes exist for both n ::= I and n ::= - 1 c;u!esonly for
a weak magnetic field. The surface wave modes sr·5 and 51'.9are paired with 5~':
and S~'r respectively.
Since the TE cutoff frequencies are larger than n~, the TE cutoff curves do
not determine the cutoff frequencies of the volumemodes for weak magnetic fields,
hence the cutoffs for the volume modes are determined from the TM cutoffcurves.
These modes exhibit backward nature charaterlst lca. For strong magnetic fields
some of the lowerorder volume modes have their cutoffs determined by the TE
cutoff curves. In this case the volume modes are initially forward in nature but
gradually change into backward nature ncar the line u~ =0 or resonance.
The modified waveguide modes are determined by either TE or TM cutoff
curves whose frequenciesare higher than nH+I. These modes exhibit both Fare-
day rotat ion and phase shift cha racte ristics for the case So =0.9 and phase shift
characteristics only for the case 50 = O.S. A reciprocal phase shifter can he de-
signed for the coaxial waveguide partia lly filled with ferrite since the re is almost
zero Faraday rotation . But for the approximately fully filled ferri te one, a non-
reciprocal phase shifter can be designed due to the presence of Faraday rotation.
In this thesis, only the phase shift aspect is considered for applicat ions I\.lI phase
shifter especially in the variable power divider where the power flow is controlled
by electronically varying the de current . T he phase shift linearly increases as the
frequency is increased and for a given bandwidth the one with a lower frequency
6.
slope is recommended ror ide&!design.
It is hoped t bat thie work provides an uad en t&lldios or the propasation or
elect romagnetic::waves in a coaxial waveguide load N with ferrite ror the d ipolar
modes to the researchers specializing in the an:& of micro.....ave devices emplorins
anisotropic materiale.
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